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the maximum average number of operations per pixel is about 150. The design of interpretation algorithms becomes quickly a real challenge in such a context. 
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Using Hidden Scale for Salient Object Detection Bernard Chalmond, Benjamin Francesconi and St´ephane Herbin



Abstract— HIS paper describes a method for detecting salient regions in remote-sensed images, based on scale and contrast interaction. We consider the focus on salient structures as the first stage of an object detection/recognition algorithm, where the salient regions are those likely to contain objects of interest. Salient objects are modeled as spatially localized and contrasted structures with any kind of shape or size. Their detection exploits a probabilistic mixture model that takes two series of multiscale features as input, one that is more sensitive to contrast information, and one that is able to select size. The model combines them to classify each pixel in salient/non-salient class, giving a binary segmentation of the image. The few parameters are learned with an EM-type algorithm.
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I. I NTRODUCTION A. General context



T



HE interpretation of remotely sensed images is faced with two kinds of complexity issues. The overwhelming amount of data generated by future systems raises a serious problem concerning their exploitation either by human or machines; the huge size of images imposes heavy computational constraints. Indeed, in a near future remote sensing systems will be likely to transmit images of size up to several thousands of Mega pixels. This evolution implies that the control of computational complexity cannot hope to be satisfied by the natural growth of hardware computing capacity and must
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be studied specifically. A simple calculus can help to fix ideas: if one wants to process an image of size 10,000x10,000 in 30 seconds with a computer performing 500 million floating operations per second — a rather moderate objective — the maximum average number of operations per pixel is about 150. The design of interpretation algorithms becomes quickly a real challenge in such a context. Modern sensors produce images with increasing resolution and field of view allowing new types of functions, in particular Automatic Target Recognition (ATR). The general context of this article is the detection of objects, typically all movable hand-made objects, in satellite images of ground areas. This problem is difficult mainly because of the variety and inner complexity of the scenes to be processed (see Fig. 1 for an insight). In general one cannot expect to have access to any usable model, neither for the background nor for the objects, and datasets are too poor compared with the variability of all possible situations, which makes learning methods based on a huge number of labelled samples not practicable. Algorithmic design is doomed to make the best use of a priori knowledge. The control of the computations over the image appears to be a necessity. As a general principle, already applied by some authors [1] in another context and using an intensive learning phase, an algorithm should be designed under a rationale stating that “the most computationally expensive operations should be performed the least often”. Based on this principle, we propose to split the detection task into the following two steps: 1) Focus. This stage is devoted to the fast localization of salient regions using low computational cost algorithms. Salient regions indicate where an object is likely to stand, but have no precise semantical interpretation. The regions easily discriminated from an object, like flat areas, should be readily discarded. The process aims at a detection rate equal to 1 ( d ), meaning
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that no targets should be missed, while the false alarm rate ( fa ) is allowed to remain relatively high. Note that this d  fa tradeoff is not usual in detection theory, where generally fa is fixed and d is the variable to be optimized. 2) Detection/Recognition (DR). Once a large part of the image has been rejected as background, more time consuming processing can be applied to smaller salient regions in order to make the final decision. The objective here is to reduce the number of false alarms while keeping d as high as possible. The design of a focus decision process is the primary goal of this paper. Focus distinguishes between two general classes, namely an object of interest class, containing for instance visual structures shared by every targets like planes, cars, etc. and a background class. It is typically a bottom-up procedure, while DR may also include a top-down scheme exploiting more precise data models.



Fig. 1. Example of a remote sensed image. The objects of main interest as planes are sparsely distributed among other objects (buildings, taxiways, embarkation ramps, etc.).



B. Overview of the approach We are interested in designing a focus procedure aimed at detecting objects of interest in gray level aerial or satellite images. Local features are computed at each image site and used to attribute a class, “object” or “background”. The result is a binary segmentation of the image where only the



“object” regions are worth being further processed in a DR phase. Remind that focus is not detection in the sense that no decision is taken about the true nature of the object; it is based on clues indicating that an object could be present or not. Objects will be loosely defined as being contrasted relatively to the background and having a bounded spatial extension and one or several closed contours. In our target application objects may also be non-compact, like planes, which brings specific difficulties. Hence, objects need to be described by at least two features: scale and contrast. These two features are intimately related: on the one hand, contrast is distributed in a region the size of wich depends on the local scale; on the other hand contrast defines an area the size of which is related to what can be called scale. We think that these two notions cannot (and should not) be considered separately. In an image, scale is a hidden parameter that constrains local contrast spatial organization. Analyzing contrast is therefore the natural way to reach back a hidden scale. In preliminary studies we found quite easy to design detectors for contrasted structures when their size was known. We were able to design filters including a scale parameter that can detect quite well most contrasted structures, provided the scale parameter was correctly set (see section II for an illustration). However if one wants the detection to be fully automatic, the “appropriate” scale parameter has to be locally estimated. One basic idea is to compute another local feature from which one can extract some useful informations about the size of the local structure, and use it to parametrize the local detectors. The detector presented in this paper is a multiscale saliency detector. It uses a probabilistic model which achieves the interaction between multi-scale contrast detectors and scale informative features. It can be considered as performing a weighted sum over the scales of the detector responses to take the final decision. The weights depend on the relative values of the scale features: the most likely scale is the most emphasized. The global detector is modelled as a mixture of logistic models, and uses few parameters that can be learned from image samples with an ExpectationMaximization type algorithm. As a summary, the keypoint of our approach is to divide the focus task into two parts. One part consists in estimating, locally, a natural analysis
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scale based on local contrast elements. The other part uses a fixed scale contrast detector at this estimated scale to make a local decision. The main issues of the approach are the definition of contrast and scale sensitive local detectors and the design of a local detector combination scheme. C. Related work Object detection and recognition are longstanding problems in computer vision, and are adressed in a wide range of applications: face detection, character recognition, vehicle detection, etc [1]– [8]. However, the litterature about object detection in aerial or remote-sensed images appears to be more limited. Indeed, the need of generic object models, the lack of a usable database, combined with demanding computational time requirements are strong limiting factors. Road extraction or building detection are connected remote sensing issues [9], [10]. The problem we address in this paper is the detection of objects on high resolution images (less than 1m) without any specific knowledge of their structure. Few studies have been concerned with computational efficiency issues. The power of coarse to fine strategies have been demonstrated in [1], [2] while [7] uses boosting to select a cascade of classifiers. All those studies are based on statistical estimation and require the availability of a large learning database. Object modeling has been widely worked out in the literature. However most of the studies have addressed the problem of single object model and its use in matching. The most flexible and versatile approaches consider objects as a collection of parts [3]–[5], as an arrangement of simple features [2] or as a distribution of interest points on which locally invariant features are computed [11]–[13]. More recently, researchers have been intrerested in defining models of object categories for image retrieval applications [14]–[16]; their approach rely on a few highly resolved images sampling each category, which is a prerequesite not easily satisfiable in our target context. Some applications on traffic surveillance have developped very specific models for car detection in constrained setting [8]. Focus and saliency have been treated within different frameworks. While many studies [17]–[19] try to mimic human visual perception scheme (visual search, attentional phenomena), our work is guided by purely algorithmic and



practical constraints. It is closer to the approaches of Kadir [20] and Lindeberg [21], in the sense that we want to detect some very general interesting elements in an image, and because scale is a central parameter. Kadir [20] also uses two multi-resolution components, one for scale selection and the other for saliency detection, yet we aim at formalizing in a more coherent way the interaction between these two components. Paper organization. Section II describes the elementary building blocks needed by the probabilistic mixture model described in section III. In section IV, we develop an EM-type algorithm used to learn the model parameters. Finally we illustrate our approach with experimental results in section V. II. D ETECTION



OF SALIENT STRUCTURES



A. Contrast sensitive filters Contrast detectors such as Gabor, derivative of gaussian or Canny filters are standard tools of image processing. They are able to reveal local oriented patterns but are not designed to be sensitive to global extended spatial structures. Since the sought after objects of interest are essentially characterized, besides their contrast, by their spatial extension, there is a need to connect the decision process with a notion of scale. There are several ways to introduce the information of scale in a detector. The technique we found useful consists in computing, at each site , characteristics of local detector responses over a spatial neighborhood   . The neighborhood width  acts as a scale of analysis aimed at revealing salient structures of corresponding size. Scale and size are quantities that are loosely related. They refer however to different concepts. It will be talked of size as a property of the spatial extension defining an object or a structure, i.e. as geometrical concept, whereas scale will be understood as a parameter of a given algorithm sensitive to the size of salient structures. Our salient structure detector is based on local contrast features which, in our experiments, are Gabor filters since they were proved to possess good signal analysis properties [17], [22]–[25] and rather low computational cost. Let    be the absolute value of the imaginary part of oriented Gabor filters responses computed at pixel  with orientation , typically Æ , Æ , Æ , and Æ . The standard deviation edge of the Gabor
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filter gaussian component is fixed to a small value depending on the sharpness of image contours, which can be known a priori from sensor characteristics. The oscillating component parameter is set so that there is a single oscillation of the periodic component in a window of size  edge . The filters parametrized like that behave as local edge detectors. Let us consider a neighborhood   of width  centered at every pixel . The parameter  is seen as a scale parameter. We define two salient structure detectors,   and    :
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Detector (1) accumulates morphological dilations of oriented local edges computed for several orientations. The highest responses are obtained in neighborhoods containing all contrast orientations, i.e. neighborhoods potentially containing a closed contour bounding the salient structure. Figure 2 illustrates the sequence of operations contributing to the filter output applied on the image of Fig. 2(a). The first step is the computation of Gabor filters for various orientations (Fig. 2(b)) followed by a neighborhood dilation (Fig. 2(c)). The final output is the sum of all the dilations for every orientation (Fig. 2(d)). The image of Fig. 2(e) shows a thresholded version of the filter response revealing a binary segmentation of the image. Detector (2) follows the same overall sequence of operations but replaces the dilation step by a summation over all orientations in a neighborhood. The use of averaging rather than a maximizing phase is expected to capture fuzzier contours and be sensitive to a high density of contours. It will be shown how to make the two detectors cooperate in a probabilistic mixture model in section III. Delocalizing the contrast detections is expected to provide the decision process with two interesting properties: an increase in informative power due to the local geometrical interactions it creates; and a robustness to local changes due to the use of a wide spatial expansion. The salient structures to be detected in the image are assumed to contain one or several components with closed and bounded contours, implying that contrast directions associated with the object of interest sample all orientations but with different



rates. Therefore, one way to enhance saliency is to accumulate evidences of various oriented local contrasts located in a given neighborhood. This global accumulation ensures also an invariance to rotation since no specific orientation will be favored. B. On the scale parameter The salient structure detectors described above depend on the choice of the scale parameter . This section illustrates the importance of this parameter. Detection with fixed scale parameter. The same detector, i.e. with the same scale parameter value , is applied on images of similarly contrasted structures but of different size (Fig. 2(a) and 3(a)). This value was first manually selected to give good results on images with small planes (Fig. 2(e)) and then used on images with big planes (Fig. 3(a)). As we can see on Fig. 3(b), the results are degraded if the neighborhood is not consistent with the structure size. Appropriate scale parameter gives the results of Fig. 3(c). In general, in our experiments, we noted that even if the objects could be almost detected, a badly chosen scale parameter leads to an increase of false alarms and/or to badly segmented target regions. Detection with adapted scale parameter. The example above shows that scale information is crucial to obtain good detection. Ideally, the appropriate scale parameter should be estimated in each site so as to correctly parametrize the contrast detector. This can be achieved using scale sensitive features denoted  . Several studies have shown the possibility to locally select a scale parameter adapted to analysing local pixel value distribution. As in Lindeberg [21], we state that local extrema over scale  of a carefully chosen feature  computed locally at site  on the image are likely candidates to correspond to interesting structures. We assume that such an appropiate scale for a feature  can help to choose an appropriate scale for features   . Scale-space theory is a well known formalism based on the suitable normalisation of differential operators. Local entropy characteristics computed on varying size windows [20] also show interesting scale sensitivity phenomena. This filter is implemented in the experiments of section V. One reads
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(a) Planes in an image.



(c) Oriented dilated edges.



Fig. 2.



(b) Local edges generated by Gabor filters oriented at 0Æ angle.



(d) Sum of oriented dilated edges.



(e) Result of the detection.



Illustration of a salient structure detection for a given neighborhood width.



(a) Target



(b) Result of detection using the same scale parameter as for small planes (Fig. 2)



(c) Result of detection using an adapted scale parameter



Fig. 3. Illustration of the importance of the scale parameter. For the big plane, the appropriate scale parameter than the one for the small planes of Fig. 2.



where        is the empirical probability distribution of the grey levels     computed over a circular window of radius  and centered in . The next section presents a framework for combining size sensitive features and contrast detector responses in a unifying probabilistic framework. Both are controlled by a common parameter — scale.



III. P ROBABILISTIC



is larger



MODELING



We propose a probabilistic model which combines multi-scale features for scale selection and contrast detection. Our goal is to make pixelwise detection on a sampled image: each pixel  will be assigned a saliency flag (1 or 0) indicating whether it belongs to an object or not, thus obtaining a binary segmentation of the image. The proposed model makes this decision for each pixel, based on some multi-scale local features
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useful for scale selection and contrast detection respectively. In this probabilistic model both scale and saliency flags are considered as random variables. The output, at a pixel , is the probability that this pixel belongs to an object or not. A. The mixture model In order to present a more formal description of the probabilistic model, let us introduce several notations:
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pixel location in the image sampled on a grid  .



 : scale random variable at position , taking values  in  , the set of possible scales.  : binary random variable indicating de if  belongs tection at pixel .   otherwise. It to a salient region,  represents the final decision we aim at.  : binary random variable indicating detection at pixel  and fixed scale .  (scalar), for    , multi-scale local features acting as a scale selection input of the model.     , for    , multi scale local features computed at  in the image, acting for contrast detection. The scalar  is the number of components used. In our experiments,  .       the collection of scale features.         the collection of input data.



We want to express the probability that pixel  belongs to an object (  ) or not ( ) given the whole multi-scale local characteristics . Introducing the “hidden” local scale random variable  and using Bayes law, one has



  







detector



 



B. Probability models for saliency flag and hidden scale The conditional probabilities are modeled as logistic functions [26]. Further notations are needed to complete the model. Let



           











 



be an augmented vector of multi-scale detector reponses, and



     the logistic coefficients. With these notations the logistic models are defined as 



(4)



We make the hypothesis that  only depends on  , and  only depends on  when  is given. This fundamental hypothesis allows to separate contrast and scale components. Under    reduces these hypotheses      and     to   to   . We also assume that when scale  is known, the global decision   is the same as the one given by the corresponding fixed-scale
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 By its structure, this model puts two components into interaction: local scale indicators and local contrast detectors. The conditional probability     acts as a weighting function on the responses of the fixed scale detectors   involved in the final detection. Ideally, when      is peaked (i.e scale is perfectly known), the model comes down to select the appropriate contrast detector among detectors  at all scales. In this case, final decision depends only on  at the selected scale. In the general case, interaction is a little more intricated since every fixed scale detector  contributes to the final decision depending on its scale saliency characterized by     . The final decision is then made by comparing the output probability to a detection threshold  : if      , s belongs to an object; otherwise it belongs to the background.
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 . Equation (4) becomes
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where  is a positive scalar parameter. The choice of logistic models as in [22] is mainly motivated by their ease of use while introducing non-linearities. They also allow learning using an Expectation-Maximization formulation. The possibility of adding as many contrast detectors
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  as we want, so as to refine salient regions



description, and the possibility of computing the multi-scale features in a parallel architecture are other important advantages of the mixture model. The mixture model fulfills the role we have anticipated: combine contrast and scale sensitive features in a unifying framework. Role of  . The logistic model   makes a linear combination of the input vector  and compares the components    result to a threshold (  ) to give a probability. Comparing this probability to  to decide which class the sample belongs to, is equivalent to comparing   to . Somehow the model splits the input space in two classes, with a hyperplane of equation      . The coefficients    adjust the model sensitivity to each component    around the hyperplane.  The contrast sensitive features     have to be chosen so that they take high values for interesting contrast: the higher the feature value, compared with the threshold, the higher the probability of belonging to an object. Role of  . The component   of the mixture model is intended to make scale selection at pixel , assigning to each scale    a probability based on the features  .   can be rewritten as:
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(7)
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where   is the conditional expectation with respect to , knowing and    , and where    is the estimated parameter at the k  iteration. Iterations on    are driven by the recursion







    . (9)  Computing the quantity    (Eq. 8) consti 











tutes the E-step of the EM algorithm, while maximizing Eq. 9 is the M-step. Developing Eq. 8, and assuming the random hidden scales     are independent variables, it comes:



    



















IV. L EARNING The mixture model depends on the parameters   . Its estimation can be done following a maximum likelihood principle. A straightforward optimization is not easy, but the introduction of “hidden” variable  makes it feasible using an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm ( [26] among many others). The learning is supervised,







With the EM algorithm, a local maximum of this quantity can be reached by maximizing iteratively over  :  
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    showing that the probability of scale  only depends on the difference between  and  ,   . Assuming   , the probability is highest at the scale for which  is maximum. The logistic model emphasizes the scales where  is high compared with  ,   . The parameter  adjusts the sensitivity of this enhancement. If the feature  reaches a marked peak over scale , which defines appropriate local scale, the corresponding scale will have a high probability. This part of the model is devoted to the task of scale selection. ¼



and we assume that we hold a series of  labelled  extracted features samples      from some image data representative of the problem. Let us introduce several new notations:     the model parameters we want to estimate,       the series of labels (1 for “salient”, 0 for “non salient”), coming from a manual segmentation of a learning image, for instance,        the likelihood of  each sample,         and    , the random vector of hidden scale for each sample and its realization respectively,           the  conditional joint probability of  and  ,           the likelihood for the joint probability law under independence hypothesis of the samples. The likelihood we want to maximize over  is
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In this expression, everything is known, except the parameter  . We use the Newton-Raphson algorithm in a second loop to realize the Mstep, that is to maximize this expression over  . It is also an iterative algorithm: first initialize
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the parameter with    . Then use iteratively the updating formula (Eq. 11) until convergence. The i  iteration of the Newton-Raphson algorithm is described as     (11) where      







   . 



The quantity  is the Hessian of     computed at   and  is the gradient computed at   . When convergence is achieved on  , the E-step is initiated with this new value for   . As a summary, the learning scheme consists of two embedded loops, the EM loop containing the Newton-Raphson loop in the Mstep. See Fig. IV for a summary of all the stages of the EM learning scheme. Note that EM and Newton-Raphson algorithms only ensure that a local optimum is found.



   pixels, to detect planes used  with a size up to about fourty pixels. Fig. 5(a) presents an image used for generating samples in the learning phase. Their corresponding ground truth is depicted on Figure 5(b) and their patches of positive samples on Fig. 6. Here, we choose planes as positive samples. The negative samples were randomly chosen so that positive and negative populations should be balanced. As can be seen, very few positive samples are needed for learning. The resulting estimated parameter values, used throughout the experiments, were        .



Problem: Maximize the likelihood: 



  







 















Fig. 6. Image patches corresponding to the positive samples from the ground-truth of Fig. 5(b)



   



 



First loop: Iterative EM algorithm Initialization:  ´¼µ E step (Expectation). with (Eq. 10). M step (Maximization).



Compute



´·½µ    











 











Second loop: Maximization using NewtonRaphson algorithm * Initialization: ´¼µ * Compute iteratively ´µ from ´½µ with (Eq. 11). Fig. 4.



Scheme of the learning procedure



V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS The mixture model has been applied to aerial images of civilian airport with resolution 50cm/pixel. We used the features       and  presented in section II (Eq. 1, Eq. 2, Eq. 3). The feature  is the local entropy computed at  on a disk of radius . The feature   is the accumulation of oriented Gabor responses dilated by a disk of radius , and    is the local mean of the same oriented Gabor responses over a disk of radius . The standard deviation of the Gabor edge detectors is edge . The model has four parameters:     and . In our experiment we



Once the parameters of the model are known, the model is applied to the target image Fig. 5(a).  is At each site , the probability  computed with the learned model, resulting in a probability map (Fig. 5(c)). The final decision is made by comparing these probabilities to a detec. In order to improve the tion threshold  final segmentation, we add a little post-processing step consisting in a morphological opening using a disk of radius 4 pixels. This removes the smallest regions (unlikely objects) and tends to separate weakly connected regions. Figure 5(d) shows the resulting segmentation superimposed on the image. The centroid of each connected region is used to locate the regions (circles on Fig. 5(a)). Although the positive samples were extracted from plane regions only, the global detector may be sensitive to other kinds of objects. Embarkation ramps, for instance, are also detected, and cannot be considered as real false alarms since they share the same characteristics as planes. Although the positive samples are planes, the detected objects are not strictly limited to planes. For example, the embarkation ramps are detected. They are not real false alarms for our detector: these structures share the same characteristics as the planes, and may be detected as well. On this
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(a) Image used for learning (source : http://ortho.mit.edu)



(c) Probabilities      from the model



(b) Ground truth



(d) Resulting segmentation



Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a): image with final detection marks (black circles). Fig. 5(b): Ground-truth for the learning stage. In gray, the positive samples; the scattered black points are the negative samples actually used. Fig. 5(c): The pixel probability       of belonging to the object class, for all in image. Fig. 5(d): The final segmentation (after post-processing). See text for details.



image, three small planes have been missed. The probability map (Fig. 5(c)) shows that the detector presents no response over the two smaller planes missed (near the top left corner). In fact, these planes are too small and appear like ridges with no marked edges, so that the Gabor edge detector fails. We think that the use of Laplacian detectors may solve this problem. Figure 7 presents the output of the detector with the same parameters on several other images. Among the 42 planes in these images and in image of Fig. 5(a), only five are missed. These experiments demonstrate that a good detection rate can be achieved using a few number of samples for learning. At the bottom of Fig. 7(b), there is one detection for two planes, resulting in a missed detection. This phenomenon is typically due to the spreading components of the features we use. When two salient objects are too close, the detection results in only one connected region. The choice of local entropy for the feature  was first inspired by [20]. However, in our images local entropy proved to be a poor scale selector, rarely presenting a marked peak over scale, as



was expected. In general, the learning stage gives a very low  parameter, which indicates that all the scales contribute almost equally to the model. The search for more scale selective features is an issue for future work. VI. D ISCUSSION This section discusses several technical issues that have not been presented above. The ground-truth problem. Saliency is pixelwise in our model. The definition of an optimal binary segmentation of a given image that can be used to feed the learning phase with positive and negative samples is not straightforward. Since the role of learning is to fix the sharpness of the boundary between salient regions and background, the choice of the learning samples must be carefully conducted. The descriptors  and  and the binary segmentation should not be chosen independently, but should rather be chosen to obtain the best possible separation of the two classes. We were not able to devise any procedure other than trial and verification in order to select the best samples. In general, however, we found
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Fig. 7.



(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



Some focus examples using the same parameters as in Fig. 5.
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that a small region of interest gives the best results. Different scales for different features? One tricky point of the model is that scale  is a notion that depends on the feature type. The scale parameter  can take various meanings depending on the feature we compute and its implementation. In particular it can be different for  and  . For example the “natural” scale parameter of our “Gabor and spreading” contrast detector is the size of the structuring element while for local entropy feature it would rather be the radius of the neighborhood. These scale parameters may not correspond to the same image characteristics. The correspondence between the scale parameters of different features would require the definition of a mapping. In practice this mapping was chosen empirically. VII. C ONCLUSION This paper has presented an original approach for focusing on regions of interest in large images. It is based on a probabilistic model with few parameters that carries out pixels classification from two series of multi-scale features, one bringing contrast information, the other bringing scale information. The model is able to handle objects of various sizes combining in an optimal way scale sensitive detectors. The multi-scale features can be very simple, and their computation can be parallelized, allowing to process quickly the whole image. The probabilistic formalization gives rise to a learning scheme (EM algorithm) able to adapt the model parameters with few samples. Experiments on real aerial images show promising results. There are several avenues for further work. The most important effort should be put on new input features for the model. In particular in its current version, the features fed to the combination model (local entropy) lack scale selectivity. A second point to investigate is a way to control the shape of the salient regions, so as to obtain well separated areas for close objects. This point is important with the prospect of a further detection/recognition processing phase. Finally, it would be convenient to make the detector practically invariant over a wide range of sizes; subsampling schemes need to be investigated. R EFERENCES [1] F. Fleuret and D. Geman, “Coarse-to-fine face detection,” International Journal of Computer Vision, vol. 41, no. 1/2, pp. 85–107, 2001.
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